New Youth Services Librarian
Please extend a warm welcome to John Arthur, Youth Services Librarian. He just joined the staff on Monday, December 2, coming to us from the West Orange Library where he was working in the same position. Mr. Arthur earned his BA and MLIS at Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey. His duties will include juvenile and youth collections and programming.

Friends Plan Annual Meeting
The Friends of The Library of The Chathams will hold its Annual Meeting on Wednesday, January 8, 9:30 a.m. On the agenda is an annual financial report and voting for new members of the Friends Board. Nominated are current members Candi Booker, Teedee Carroll and Barb Montague and newcomers Merilee Anderson, and Debbie Fabian. Jennifer Mathews and Cindy Murphy are nominated to fill in unexpired terms. Changes to the By-laws will also be brought up for a vote. The complete list of proposed changes is available on the Library bulletin board. Come meet the residents responsible for all the benefits provided to The Library from The Friends’ fundraising and activities.

Other important news from the Friends is that book donations for the annual Book Sale in March will be accepted beginning January 6! Start cleaning out!

Christmas Markets In Europe
Mike Dutko of Spring Lake will present a travel documentary featuring various outdoor Christmas markets throughout Europe here on Wednesday, December 4, at 2 p.m. and again at 7 p.m. Included in this program will be many quaint towns along the Moselle, Rhein, and Main Rivers in Germany such as Heidelberg, Nurnberg, Passau, Rothenburg ob der Tauber, Rudesheim, and others. Markets in Strasbourg, France, Basel and Luzern in Switzerland, and Vienna and Salzburg in Austria will also be visited. After a short coffee break, a documentary film featuring organist Diane Bish and her musical guest The Canadian Brass and a variety of choral groups will be shown. The performances take place in various churches and cathedrals in Austria and Germany. Please join us for this special holiday program.

Holiday Decorations
The holiday trees that grace the main lobby and Children’s Room have been decorated by the Town and Country Garden Club. Featuring ornaments created from all natural materials, the trees have displayed the members’ handiwork at the Library for more than 30 years.

We would also like to thank the Woman’s Club of Chatham for their donation of the beautiful wreaths that have been placed on all our entrances to the building. The efforts of both groups are greatly appreciated this holiday season.

My Movie Night: One Direction
We will show One Direction: This is Us (PG, 106 min.) on Thursday, December 19, at 7 p.m. All are welcome to attend. The film is an all-access look at life on the road with the popular teen band, One Direction. Along with concert footage, the story of this English-Irish pop boy band’s rise to fame is revealed through their humble hometown beginnings, competing on the X-Factor, becoming an overnight sensation, and performing at London’s famed O2 Arena. Refreshments will be served.

Photography Show Continued
Chatham resident and avocational photographer Hannah Kerwin will continue her photography show, “Irises,” through December. Kerwin began taking photos with her parents’ Kodak slide camera and developed her visual senses by drawing and painting. She switched to digital photography in 2007 and began photographing irises in her backyard. Most of the photos in her show were taken at the Presby Memorial Iris Gardens in Montclair. Enjoy the interplay of light, shadow, colors, shapes and textures. In particular, look for sunlight reflected in delicate raindrops and the petals’ complementary pairing of linear veins and ruffled edges.

Kerwin is a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of the College of Wooster (Ohio) and obtained a master’s degree in library science from Case Western University and a certificate in video production from New York University. She has worked in libraries for over 25 years and is Director of the Bound Brook Memorial Library.

Activities For Children
MUSICAL CONCERT with Lou Gallo and the Very Hungry Band: Monday, December 9, 4 – 4:45 p.m., All ages. A music experience to be enjoyed by the whole family! This event is made possible by The Friends of The Library.

ECLC Select Choir: Monday, December 16, 10 – 10:30 a.m., all ages. Join in with the choir from ECLC for a lovely holiday concert of traditional favorites.

Tae Kwon Do Tots: 10 to 10:30 a.m. Fridays, December 6 & 20. The World Champion Taw Kwon Do School will introduce children to the basic principles of this martial art.
Stories With the Librarian: Mondays, December 2 & 9, 10 – 10:30 a.m., all ages.

THURSDAY IS LIBRARY DAY! Choose either 10-10:30 a.m. or 10:45-11:15 a.m. Classes are sponsored by The Friends of The Library. No registration is necessary.

Music with Wompy's: December 5  
Yoga Storytime: December 12  
Miss Carol Dance: December 19.

Stories with the Librarian: Monday, December 9, 10:30 a.m., All ages. Children and caregivers can enjoy a few stories, a few songs, and maybe a simple craft.
Recent Book Gifts

The Friends of The Library
(Book Sale Proceeds):
020.973 WHO/ WHOLE LIBRARY HANDBOOK
027.473 LIB/ LIBRARIES AND THE READING PUBLIC
111.85 CHA/ THE AESTHETIC BRAIN
345.73 STR/ OBSCENITY RULES: ROTH V. US
362.1968 LOC/ THE ALZHEIMER CONUNDRUM
387.15 JAC/ LIGHTHOUSES OF NORTH AMERICA
OVE 598 CCO/ BIRDS AND PEOPLE
598.43 KIN/ THE DEVIL’S CORMORANT
639.2 EAR/ THE WORKBOATS OF CORE SOUND
641.5636/ VEGAN CHOCOLATE
641.5944/ ESSENTIALS OF FRENCH COOKING
641.71 BAK/ BH&G BAKING
641.8653 RAW/ 500 CAKES & CUPCAKE DECORATIONS
702.81 HEY/ ART MADE FROM BOOKS
704.042 HEA/ THE RECKONING
OVE 709 MAC/ THE CHINESE ART BOOK
709.04 BLA/ FACING THE MODERN
OVE 709.47 SEM/ SELLING RUSSIA’S TREASURES
720.92 LIM/ LINA BO BARDI
730.92 IRV/ IRVING HARPER WORKS IN PAPER
759.13 BALTHUS REW/ BALTHUS: CATS AND GIRLS
OVE 759.3 WAL/ WALTERCIO CALDAS
759.92 MAG/ MAGRITTE: THE MYSTERY OF THE ORDINARY, 1926-1936
759.94 VAN/ VAN GOGH REPETITIONS
OVE 780.26 SON/ SONGS IN THE KEY OF LOS ANGELES
782.242156092 COBAIN BOR/ KURT COBAIN: THE NIRVANA YEARS
796 SPO/ THE SPORTS BOOK
811.54 PAD/ COLLECTED POEMS
911.6 BRO/ STAY, ILLUSION: POEMS
971.024 AND/ THE FASCINATION OF MOLLY DICKINSON
974.62 COR/ THE MODERNIDAD OF NALINI D. CHITTAR
Gift of Kathi B. Culleny In Memory of Susan B. Costa:
181.09 LAM/ THE ENDURING IMPORTANCE OF LEO STRAUSS
The Eigen Family Fund:
EJ DOD/ CINDERELLEPHANT
EJ EMG/ THE CROCODILE AND THE SCORPION
ER KER/ OUTDOOR ADVENTURES!
ER KER/ MY SCHOOL TRIP
ER KER/ CUPCAKE SURPRISE!
ER KER/ BUDDY TO THE RESCUE
ER KER/ I CAN RIDE
J 513 CAN/ MENTAL MATH
J 513 CAN/ PROBLEM SOLVING
J 590 FEL/ STRANGEST ANIMALS
J 591.56 SCH/ LIFETIME: THE AMAZING NUMBERS IN ANIMAL LIVES
J 595.7 MUR/ ULTIMATE BUGOPEDIA
7 GK1.8 KAN/ PINKALICIOUS CUPCAKE COOKBOOK
J 940.54 LEY/ BOY ON THE WOODEN BOX
J 940.53 SAN/ IMPRISONED: BETRAYAL OF JAPANESE AMERICANS
DURING WWII
J BIOG CALDECOTT/ RANDOLPH CALDECOTT
J BIOG JEFFERSON/ THOMAS JEFFERSON BUILDS A LIBRARY
364.409 ZIM/ THE CITY THAT BECAME SAFE
OVE 523.1 MAY/ THE COSMIC TOURIST
730.92 CEL/ ROY LICHTENSTEIN SCULPTOR
751.73 SCH/ THE WORLD ATLAS OF STREET ART AND GRAFFITI
769.92 ESC/ THE MAGIC OF M. C. ESCHER
811.54 BLY/ STEALING SUGAR FROM THE CASTLE
Gift of Fishawack Festival, Inc.:
641.568 DRU/ THE PIONEER WOMAN COOK
641.5945 WHI/ CLASSICO E MODERNO
641.822 NEW/ SAUCES AND SHAPES
641.822 SEG/ PASTA MODERN
745.59 LID/ VINTAGE CRAFTS
745.61 GOD/ MASTERING CALLIGRAPHY
In Memory of Grace Dorety Gonzalez:
946.08 TRE/ FRANCO’S CRYPT: SPANISH CULTURE AND MEMORY
SINCE 1936
In Memory of Marie Hensler:
712.6 WIL/ SMALL GARDEN HANDBOOK
Gift of the Independent Thrift Shop:
391.41 HOW/ HOW TO TIE A SCARF: 33 STYLES
641.5944 BOU/ DANIEL: MY FRENCH CUISINE
Gift of The Leftingwell Fund:
535.6 ECK/ SECRET LANGUAGE OF COLOR
Gift of Alice Lunt:
LP FIC PEN/ HOW THE LIGHT GETS IN
LP FIC ROB/ THANKLESS IN DEATH
In Memory of Joyce Pridham:
792.82092 FOSSE WAS/ FOSSE
In Memory of Helen Thuebel:
LP FIC ALB/ THE TIME KEEPER
LP FIC GRA/ W IS FOR WASTED
LP FIC MCD/ SOMEONE
LP FIC MOY/ ME BEFORE YOU
In Memory of William Watt:
909.82 LUK/ A SHORT HISTORY OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
The John B. Westcott Fund:
940.53 LOW/ HITLER’S FURIES
940.5314 BUR/ YEAR ZERO: A HISTORY OF 1945
540.54 BEN/ YOU ARE NOT FORGOTTEN
Gift of The Woman’s Club of Chatham:
305.48 ABU/ DO MUSLIM WOMEN NEED SAVING?
306.38 FLE/ THE NEW SENIOR WOMAN
331.409 ODO/ MOGUL, MOM, & MAID
791.43028002 STANWYCK WILL A LIFE OF BARBARA STANWYCK
BIOG THATCHER AIK/ MARGARET THATCHER
In Memory of Robert N. Yaeger:
914.5 ITA/ DK EYEWITNESS TRAVEL ITALY
914.56 ROM/ DK EYEWITNESS TRAVEL ROME
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